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In this scholarly context, we delve into the realm of cell-free massive 
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems. These systems feature a 
multitude of single-antenna, low-cost, and low-power access points 
distributed across the coverage area. These access points are seamlessly 
connected to a central network controller. Notably, cell-free massive MIMO 
operates without the traditional constraints of cellular boundaries. Our 
research endeavors focus on enhancing the efficiency of cell-free massive 
MIMO systems. To this end, we propose a novel pilot decontamination 
algorithm that mitigates pilot contamination during channel estimation. 
This algorithm aims to address the challenge of pilot contamination, which 
arises when the available pilot resources are insufficient to serve all users 
effectively. Our approach involves judiciously sharing pilot resources 
among multiple users and employing dedicated algorithms in the pilot 
contamination domain to separate their signals. In conventional cell-free 
massive MIMO setups, users typically utilize unique orthogonal training 
signals. However, this necessitates a substantial pool of such sequences. 
Alternatively, in scenarios where there is a scarcity of training signals, pilot 
contamination phenomena come into play. Unfortunately, the reuse of pilot 
training signals introduces user interference due to shared resources. To 
mitigate this challenge and enhance the quality of channel estimation, we 
propose a combined approach that leverages both Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) and the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithms. Specifically, 
we implement this approach for user separation within the shared pilot 
sequence. Our results demonstrate that this method significantly reduce 
the pilot contamination effect and improves the performance in compared 
to traditional method used. 

 

INTRODUCTION   

Cell-free massive MIMO architectures, wherein a plethora of single-antenna access points (APs) 
concurrently cater to a relatively smaller user base within the network utilizing identical frequency 
resources, have garnered considerable interest. This is attributed to their ability to deliver 
consistently high-quality service across all users and obviate the necessity for handover [1] [2] [3] 
[4]. Furthermore, the integration of multiple-antennas at APs bestows upon cell free massive MIMO 
the crucial advantage of channel hardening, a characteristic also inherent to massive MIMO systems 
[5]  [6] [7] [8]. In the context of Cell-Free Massive MIMO systems, two pivotal parameters significantly 
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impact system performance: pre-coders and power allocation algorithms. These parameters play a 
crucial role in optimizing comprehensive efficacy and performance metrics of the system are under 
consideration [9]. The concept of multi-cell Massive MIMO configurations, characterized by each 
cellular division being equipped with an associated array of antennas, is widely recognized in the 
field [10] [11] [12] [13]. However, an alternative The implementation of Massive MIMO technology 
is designed to provide uniform coverage across a designated region, which may encompass a remote 
hamlet, an academic institution's grounds, or a metropolitan expanse, via a dispersed network of 
access stations with a single antenna access points situated at random intervals.In the context of 
massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, effective pilot assignment plays a pivotal 
role in mitigating inter-cell interference and enhancing uplink performance. Our proposed Smart 
Pilot Assignment (SPA) scheme strategically allocates pilot sequences to users depending on the 
interference levels that are present and their channel quality. By prioritizing users with weaker 
channels and minimizing inter-cell interference, SPA significantly improves the minimum uplink 
Signal-to-Interference-Plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) for all users within the target cell. Theoretical 
analysis further substantiates that SPA approaches the optimal solution, particularly as the number 
of base station antennas increases. This underscores the importance of intelligent pilot assignment 
strategies in realizing the full potential of massive MIMO system [14]. 
Figure 1 presents a comparative analysis of multi-cell MIMO systems versus cell free massive MIMO 
configurations. Multi cell MIMO systems employ multiple base stations, each equipped with either a 
single antenna or a limited number of antennas. These base stations serve specific designated areas, 
effectively creating multiple cells. Users connect to the base station with the strongest signal, but 
interference may arise between users at the edges of different cells. In contrast, cell-free massive 
MIMO utilizes a large number of antennas distributed across a coverage area. Notably, there is no 
concept of individual cells; instead, all antennas collaborate coherently to serve users. Users receive 
service from a collective signal generated by multiple antennas, leading to reduced interference and 
improved coverage. In essence, cell-free massive MIMO represents a more flexible and potentially 
more efficient approach compared to traditional multi-cell MIMO systems. 

 

Figure 1: comparison between multi-cell MIMO and cell-free massive MIMO 

This system is called Cell Free Massive MIMO [15]. Addressed the significant interference issues in 
current cellular networks, which arise from the autonomous operation of cells. The objective was to 
establish a scalable framework for Cell-Free Massive MIMO systems, utilizing the dynamic 
cooperation cluster principle derived from Network MIMO studies. The scholars introduced an 
innovative algorithm that integrates initial access, pilot assignment, and cluster creation, all 
structured to promote scalability. They also adapted standard methods for channel estimation, 
precoding, and combining to fit this scalable framework. Additionally, they proved a new uplink and 
downlink duality, using it to design precoding vectors based on combining vectors. Numerical 
evaluations showed that the proposed scalable framework achieved performance close compared to 
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cutting-edge unscalable methods and far exceeded the initial Cell-Free Massive MIMO algorithms 
based on maximum ratio (MR)[16]. The researchers proposed a brand-new cluster formation, pilot 
assignment, and initial access algorithm, designed to ensure scalability. They also adapted standard 
methods for channel estimation, precoding, and combining to fit this scalable framework. 
Additionally, they proved a new uplink and downlink duality, using it to design precoding vectors 
based on combining vectors. Within cell-free systems, the entirety of channel estimations ascertained 
the pilot signals employed to precode data during the transmission in the downlink and making 
decoding during the transmission in the uplink. During the phase first training, it is optimal for each 
user to receive a distinct pilot sequence that maintains orthogonality with the pilot sequences 
allocated to other users. Nevertheless, this becomes challenging when the coherence interval is brief 
and/or the user population within the system is substantial [17] [18], users have to use non-
orthogonal pilot sequences, the consequence is that at each access point (AP), the pilot signal emitted 
by an individual user incurs interference from the pilot signals of other users. This phenomenon, 
termed pilot contamination, markedly impairs the overall performance of the system [19] [20]. Pilot 
contamination can be mitigated by using pilot assignment and data power controls [1] [11] [21]. In 
prior research concerning cell-free massive MIMO systems, it has been customary for all pilot signals 
to be broadcast at their highest power output throughout the training phase [1] [3] [11] [12]. During 
the training phase, it may occur that a user possessing suboptimal channel conditions experiences 
significant interference from users endowed with robust channels. This interference can markedly 
degrade the individual user's performance, which, in turn, detrimentally impacts the aggregate 
efficiency of the systems [11] [22]. 

Non-orthogonal pilots in cell-free massive MIMO systems enable a more optimal pilot resource 
allocation among many devices, mitigating the pilot contamination problem. Unlike orthogonal 
pilots, which assign a unique pilot sequence to each device and cause interference among them when 
the device number is large, non-orthogonal pilots allow multiple devices to use the same pilot 
sequence and still be identifiable by their channel statistics. This reduces the pilot contamination 
effect and improves the channel estimation quality and system performance [23]  [24]. 

In the present study, we conduct a comprehensive examination of an extensive cell-free Massive 
MIMO system as delineated within the scope of this paper [15], where we handle limited pilot signals 
and use pilot contamination mandated for user utilization. Consequently, this results in a certain 
user's pilot signal at each Access Point (AP) causing interference with the pilot signals transmitted 
by other users. Pilot Contamination Mitigation in Cell-Free Massive MIMO Systems. The phenomenon 
known as pilot contamination significantly impacts the performance of wireless communication 
systems. To address this challenge, it becomes imperative to separate common channels that share 
the same pilot signal. In our approach, we employ a combination of Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) and the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm to effectively segregate user signals associated 
with shared pilots. This joint application of PCA and LMS yields improved results, leading to 
substantial enhancements in system performance. 

This paper's subsequent sections are organized like this: System Model (Section 2): We delve into the 
fundamental aspects of our cell-free massive MIMO system. Channel Estimation (Section 3): Here, we 
discuss the intricacies of channel estimation techniques. PCA Algorithm and LMS Algorithm (Sections 
4, 5): We explore the details of our proposed algorithms for user separation within the shared pilot 
sequence. Numerical Results and Discussions (Section 6): We present empirical findings and engage 
in insightful discussions. Conclusion (Section 7): Finally, we summarize our contributions and 
highlight future research directions. 
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System Model 

We consider a cell_ free system where There is no cell division inside the network, but rather consists 
a singular expansive cell that is outfitted with N access points, and U users, also each with a single_ 
antenna. All access points, which are also called antennas in this paper, serve all users and are 
interfaced with a network control unit. The antenna's channel coefficient, n and user, u is given by: 

                         hnu = √βnugnu                                                                                           (1) 

Where βnu is the coefficient to large-scale fading that captures the attenuation of signal strength, 
known as path loss, along with the shadowing effects, are characterized by a coefficient that exhibits 
gradual variation over time. This coefficient can be systematically observed and predicted with a 
degree of accuracy. Unlike co-located systems, the cell free system experiences large- scale fading, 
the large scale fading differs for every user and access point pair. The second element  gnu ~ 𝒞𝒩 (0,1) 
is the coefficient small- scale fading. We consider these coefficients to be random variables with equal 
distributions and independence. Utilizing the block fading model, we make the assumption that  gnu 
(1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁, 1 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 𝑈) stays the same during a coherent interval and varies on its own throughout 
other coherent intervals. Additionally, we make the assumption that the channel coefficients for 
uplink and downlink broadcasts are the identical, or channel reciprocity. The channel matrix that 
connects every antenna to every user is shown by H ϵ CN∗U,  with [H]nu = hnu. 

Channel Estimation 

With no cells in a massive MIMO system, we presume 𝑁 ≥ 𝑈. The transmitter must be aware of the 
channel state information (CSI) in order to achieve high throughput. Antenna, n must thus calculate 
the channel coefficients. ℎ𝑛𝑢 𝑢 = 1 , ⋯ , 𝑈. The protocol known as time_division duplex can be used 
for this. As part of this protocol, each user sends a training signal at 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦  𝜑1 , ⋯ , 𝜑𝑈 to the 
antennas synchronously. The second phase involves estimating the channel coefficients for each 
antenna and beamforming data to every user using these estimations. There are around (1400) pilots 
in mutual orthogonality using half of the coherence time if their velocity is less than (10 𝑘𝑚/ℎ) and 
their carrier_ frequency is (1.9 𝐺𝐻𝑧). Therefore, It seems sense to presume that users who must 
repurpose the same training signal will be spread apart from one another and that there won't be 
much pilot contamination—that is, coherent interference brought on by two or more users using the 
same pilot sequence. Therefore, we presume that pilot sequences of length that are mutually 
orthogonal  𝜏 ≥ 𝑈 ,  i.e.  𝜑𝑖

𝐻 𝜑𝑗 =  𝛿𝑖𝑗  , and we will also use non-orthogonal training signals of length 

 ≥ 𝑈 ,   𝜑𝑖
𝐻 𝜑𝑗 =  𝛿𝑖≠𝑗 , are assigned to users, and we take into consideration the noise-induced 

channel estimate error directly. In the training phase at antenna, n, the received signal sequence is 

              yn =  √ρ𝓇τ ∑ hni 

U

i=1

φi  + sn                                                                                     (2) 

Where 𝜌𝓇 symbolizes the strength of the uplink and 𝑠𝑛 ∼ 𝒞𝓝 (0, 𝐼𝜏) is Additive Gaussian Noise 
(AWGN). The MMSE estimation of  ℎ𝑛𝑢 is  

 

             ĥnu =  
 √ρ𝓇  τ   βnu   

1+ ρ𝓇 τ βnu
 φu 

H  yn                                                                                                                   (3)   

 

Let ℎ̂𝑛𝑢 =  ℎ𝑛𝑢 − ℎ̂𝑛𝑢  be the error in channel estimation.  It is commonly recognized that there is no 

correlation between  ℎ̂𝑛𝑢 and ℎ𝑛𝑢 , and 

ĥnu ~ C𝒩 ( 0 ,
ρ𝓇  τ  βnu

2

1+ ρ𝓇 τ  βnu
 ) , 
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ℎ̂nu ~ 𝐶𝒩 ( 0 , βnu −
ρ𝓇  τ  βnu

2

1+ ρ𝓇 τ  βnu
 ) , 

Certainly! In the subsequent sections, we employ a composite methodology that integrates Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm. As delineated in Section I, 
this combined approach aims to enhance the performance of the system under study. 

 Principal Component Analysis 

A dimensionality reduction method called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) may distinguish 
mixed signals in communication networks. It finds new vectors, called principal components, that 
have the most variation and independence in the data, PCA has many benefits for separating mixed 
signals in communication systems. First, PCA is easy and fast to implement in real-time systems. 
Second, PCA can handle noise and still separate the signals well even in noisy channels. Third, PCA 
can separate more than two signals, which makes it useful for many communication applications 
[25].  

PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that can enhance channel estimation in wireless 
communication systems. It projects the estimated channel data onto a lower-dimensional subspace 
that contains the most relevant information about the channel. This can lower the noise and 
interference in channel estimation, and boost the system performance, that can greatly improve the 
BER and MSE performance of channel estimation compared to LS estimation only. This is because 
PCA can lower the noise and interference in channel estimation, and increase the estimation accuracy 
[26]. PCA can compress data. It does this by finding a new set of basis vectors, called principal 
components that have the most variance in the data. These principal components are uncorrelated, 
which means they have independent information about the original data, by using only the most 
important principal components, PCA can achieve high compression ratios without losing much 
information. This is because the principal components with lower eigenvalues have the least 
relevance to the data, and can be discarded with minimal loss of fidelity [27]. 

Algorithm 1 divided mixed complex-valued signals into its component pieces using PCA. The real and 
imaginary components of a complex-valued matrix Z, represented as Z_real and Z_imag, respectively, 
are separated out of the matrix as input by the procedure. After computing the covariance matrices 
F_real and F_imag for the real and imaginary sections, Eigen decomposition is used to determine the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each. The real and imaginary components of the input signals are 
projected independently onto the top n eigenvectors, which correspond to the greatest eigenvalues, 
which are chosen from both sets. Following projection, the real and imaginary components are 
combined to recreate the unique complex-valued signals. This synthesis furnishes a proficient 
method for the extraction of pertinent data from composite signals, which is instrumental for a 
multitude of signal processing applications. 

PCA is widely used in signal processing applications. It finds a new set of vectors, called principal 
components that have the most variation in the data as shown in Figure 2. These principal 
components are independent of each other, which means they have independent information about 
the original signal, PCA can preserve most of the information in the signal by using only the most 
important principal components. This is possible because the principal components with the lowest 
eigenvalues have the least relevance to the signal, and can 
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Figure 2: Flow chart for PCA Algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for separating shared pilot signals 

 
Input:  Complex-valued matrix Z = [𝑦1 𝑦2  … . 𝑦𝑛] representing the received mixed signals, where each 
column corresponds to a received signal, index for users that shared their pilot signals 
Output: target complex-valued signal (channel coefficient for user with shared pilot). 
1: decouple the matrix Z into its real and imaginary parts 
2: Zreal ← Real(Z) 
3:Zimag ← Imag(Z) 

4: calculate the covariance matrix Freal for the real part Zreal 
5: Freal ← Covariance(Zreal) 
6: calculate the covariance matrix Fimag for the imaginary part Zimag 

7: Fimag ← Covariance( Zimag) 

8: compute eigendecomposition on the Freal and Fimag 

9: [Vreal, Oreal] ← Eigendecomposition(Freal) 

10: [Vimag, Oimag] ← Eigendecomposition(Fimag) 

11: choose the top n eigenvectors related to the largest eigenvalues 
12: Vreal_ top_n ← Max Eigenvectors(Vreal , n) 

13: Vimag_top_n ← Max Eigenvectors(Vimag , n) 

14: Do the projection on both real and imaginary on the PCA separately: 
15: Zreal_ projected  ← Vreal_ top_n′ × Zreal 

16: Zimag_ projected  ← Vimag_ top_n′ × Zimag 

17: Combining both the real and imaginary signals projected to obtain the target signal 
18: The target signal ← Complex ( Zreal_projected , Zimag_projected) 

19: end 
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Least Mean Square 

Least Mean Square (LMS) is an adaptive filter algorithm that minimizes the MSE between the desired 
signal and the filter's output. It is simple, adaptive, and convergent, but it can also be slow, noisy, and 
ambiguous. LMS is widely used in signal processing applications, such as echo cancellation, noise 
cancellation, and channel equalization. It is a versatile and popular algorithm, but it has some 
limitations [28] [29]. Using the LMS algorithm, an adaptive technique, the channel response at pilot 
frequencies is estimated in wireless systems with comb-type pilot arrangement, where pilot signals 
are evenly distributed among the data subcarriers. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of LMS algorithm 
where a one-tap adaptive filter is applied at each pilot frequency. The LS method gives the initial 
channel estimate at pilot frequencies, and later estimates are based on the earlier estimation and the 
current channel output. The LMS algorithm reduces the mean square error between the pilot signals 
that were sent and received by updating the channel estimate iteratively, The LMS algorithm is a 
computationally efficient and adaptive method for channel estimation in wireless communication 
systems with dynamic channels. It can better capture the variations in the channel response than 
block-based estimation methods [30] [29]. The LMS algorithm is a widely used adaptive filter 
technique introduced by Windrow. We applied algorithm 2 to minimize the mean square error 
between the desired signal and the estimated signal obtained from algorithm 1. The algorithm 2 
adjusts the filter weights continuously to achieve this goal, in the algorithm, the filter output is a 
linear combination of input samples. The discrepancy between the intended output and the filter 
output is the error. The algorithm is computationally efficient and only needs about 2 * L 
multiplications per iteration, where L is the filter length. However, it only gives an approximate 
solution for the optimal weights, with weight updates based on imperfect gradient estimates. 

Figure 3: Flow chart for LMS Algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 2 Least Mean Square (LMS)  

 
Input:  Initial estimate of the channel coefficient obtained from algorithm 1, desired pilot signal, step 
size μ , and iterations number. 
Output: Enhanced target signal 
1. Initialize: set the input signal = Output of algorithm 1 
2. for iteration = 1 to iterations number do  
  3. Calculate the error signal  e = desired pilot signal − enhanced target signal 
  4. Update the enhanced signal 
 
                                          Enhanced target signal  = input signal + μ ∗ e. 
 
5. end for 
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Numerical Results  

We investigate a 2 x 2 km2 densely populated region with wrap-around (to avoid border impacts). It 
is also assumed that N APs and U users are dispersed randomly. We use the COST_ Hata model for 
coefficients large-scale fading  

         10 log10 βnu =  −136 − 35 log10(dnu) + Znu                                                                      (4) 

Where dnu is the distance between antenna, n and user, u in kilometres and 
Znu~𝒩(0, σshad

2 )   with σshad = 8. The receiver noise variance is σs
2 = 290 × 𝒦 × ℬ × 𝒩ℱ, 

where ℬ, 𝒦 and 𝒩ℱ are bandwidth (20MHz), Boltzmann constant and noise figure (9 dB) 
respectively.  

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We conduct a simulation with N = 128 and U = 8. The operation of the system was executed in 
alignment with the procedural schematic delineated in Figure 4. To assess the average channel 
estimation performance of orthogonal pilot sequences. Subsequently, this was compared to the 
channel condition performance resulting from pilot assignment as documented in reference [16] as 
well as to the outcomes derived from processing utilizing our suggested algorithms. 

The relationship between normalized mean squared error (NMSE) of the Cell_ Free Massive MIMO 
systems and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is depicted in figure 5 where the horizontal axis denotes 
the SNR and the vertical axis represents the NMSE. We observe that the NMSE value decreases as the 
SNR value increases, and this decrease implies better accuracy in signal reception. 

 

Parameters Values 
Standard deviation shadowing 8 dB 
Power transmitted by every U 20 dBm 
AP radiated power 30 dBm 
frequency of carriers 1.9 GHz 
The bandwidth 20 MHz 
Noise figure 9 dB 
Thermal noise level - 174 dB m\Hz 
Height of the AP antenna 15  m 
Height of the U antenna 1.65  m 

𝒅𝟏 50 m 
𝒅𝟎 10 m 

N 128 
U 8 
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Figure 4: Flow chart for System Model 

For instance, at SNR = 10 dB, that NMSE = 12.39 × 10−3 for pilot assignment as documented in 
reference [16] and this is the worst performance, while NMSE = 3.229 × 10−4 for orthogonal pilot 
sequences and this is the best performance, but also comparable to the performance of the proposed 
algorithm, which NMSE = 4.318 × 10−4 also this is the better performance compared with the non-
orthogonal without any processing. We note that when SNR is low, the performance of the algorithm, 
whether it is orthogonal or pilot assignment referenced in [16] , or the  proposed algorithm, is worse 
due to the high noise level and therefore the proposed algorithm benefits from the increase of SNR . 

 

Figure 5: Average NMSE against SNR, Here, N = 128, U= 8 

In figure 6, the horizontal axis represents number of antennas at the access point (AP) and the vertical 
axis represents normalized mean square error (NMSE). The figure depicts the relationship between 
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the NMSE of a cell-free massive MIMO system and the number of antennas at the AP. We observe that 
the NMSE value decreases as the antenna count at the AP rises, and this decrease implies better 
accuracy in signal reception. 

For instance, at No .of antenna (AP) = 128, the NMSE = 12.29 × 10−3 for pilot assignment as 
documented in reference[16], and this is the worst performance, while NMSE = 3.192 × 10−4for 
orthogonal experimental sequences and this is the best performance. However, our proposed 
algorithm significantly improves the NMSE which yields NMSE = 4.252 × 10−4 and shows 
comparable performance to the orthogonal pilots. 

We note that when the number of antennas at the AP is low, the performance of the algorithm, 
whether it is orthogonal or pilot assignment referenced in [16], is worse due to the limited number 
of antennas at the AP and therefore the proposed algorithm benefits from increasing the number of 
antennas at the AP. 

Hence, the number of antennas at the AP has a significant impact on the accuracy of signal reception. 

 

Figure 6: Average NMSE against Number of antenna at (AP), Here, N = 128, U= 8. 

In contrast, we will assess the system's functionality in the event that the user base grows or shrinks, 
Figure 7 explores the relationship between the Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE) of a cell free 
massive MIMO system and the number of users. The horizontal axis represents the number of users, 
while the vertical axis represents the NMSE. We observe a decreasing trend in NMSE as the number 
of users increases, indicating improved signal reception accuracy with a larger user base. For 

instance, at  U=  20  users , the NMSE for pilot assignment as documented in Reference [16] is 
4.984 × 10−3, representing the worst performance . In contrast, orthogonal experimental sequences 
achieve the best performance with an NMSE of 9.065 × 10−5. Notably, our proposed algorithm 
significantly improves the NMSE, yielding a value of 1.769 × 10−4 and demonstrating comparable 
performance to orthogonal pilots. 

However, it is important to acknowledge that when the number of users is low, the performance of 
all algorithms (orthogonal, pilot assignment from [16], and the proposed method) is worse. This is 
likely due to the high user density, which can lead to increased interference. Interestingly, the 
proposed algorithm benefits from a larger user base, suggesting its potential for efficient operation 
in dense user scenarios. 

While increasing the number of users can enhance system capacity and spatial diversity, it is crucial 
to employ careful design and resource management techniques to maintain overall performance. 
Advanced approaches like beamforming, interference cancellation, and user grouping can further 
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improve system performance even with a large number of users. Ultimately, striking a balance 
between the number of users and resource management strategies is essential for achieving optimal 
results. 

 

Figure 7: Average NMSE against Number of Users (U), Here, N = 128, U= 8,10,15,20,25,30,35 and 40. 

The relationship between the NMSE of the cell free massive MIMO systems and the length of training 
(τ) is depicted in figure 8 where the horizontal axis represents the length of training (τ) and the 
vertical axis represents the mean normalized square error (NMSE). We observe that the NMSE value 
decreases as the length of training (τ) increases, and this decrease implies better accuracy in signal 
reception. 

For instance, when no. of length of training (τ) = 30, the NMSE =3.311 × 10−3 for pilot assignment 
as documented in reference[16], and this is the worst performance, while the NMSE = 
1.099 × 10−4 for orthogonal pilots and this is the best performance. However, our proposed 
algorithm significantly improves the NMSE which yields NMSE = 1.475 × 10−4 and shows 
comparable performance to the orthogonal pilots. 

We note that the length of training is a measure of the duration of the signal processing algorithm 
during training phase. The length of training leads to an increase in processing time, and therefore 
the longer the length of training, the better the system performance. 

 

Figure 8: Average NMSE against Length of Training (τ), Here, N = 128, U= 8. 
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CONCLUSION 

In traditional cell-free massive MIMO systems, the deployment of unique orthogonal pilot sequences 
by users necessitates the availability of an extensive array of such sequences. In scenarios where the 
pilot sequences are limited, Pilot Contamination becomes a concern, resulting in user interference 
due to the utilization of shared sequences. To surmount this obstacle and improve channel quality 
estimation, a hybrid methodology combining Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the Least 
Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm was employed for the segregation of users within the ambit of shared 
pilot sequences. The method introduced in this study exhibited a substantial improvement in 
performance when compared to the traditional pilot assignment approach. The integrated PCA-LMS 
strategy revealed significant enhancements in system efficiency over the individual methods. 
Furthermore, the proposed method demonstrated an exceptional elevation in the overall 
performance of the system. 
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